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Why Data & AI skills?
Recent trends and drivers for employee AI and data skills development across
more than just data science teams

What to do?
Use cases and best practices for organizations making AI skills development a
reality

How to do it?
The benefits of partnering to expedite your training and skills achievement at
government scale

Coursera

Learners

An ecosystem for skill
development at scale

100 million
registered learners

7,000+

75+
industry partners

175+
university partners

Source: Coursera data as of Dec. 31, 2021
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Institutions

Coursera for Business
Coursera for Government
Coursera for Campus

Learn from 250+ leading universities and companies

Why Data & AI skills?
Recent trends and drivers for employee AI and data skills
development across more than just data science teams

WHY DATA & AI SKILLS?

What do we mean by AI?
As defined by the National Artificial Intelligence Initiative Act of 2020 (DIVISION E, SEC. 5001),
“The term ‘artificial intelligence’ means a machine-based system that can, for a given set of
human-defined objectives, make predictions, recommendations or decisions influencing real or
virtual environments.
Artificial intelligence systems use machine and human-based inputs to –
(A) perceive real and virtual environments;
(B) abstract such perceptions into models through analysis in an automated manner; and
(C) use model inference to formulate options for information or action.”
Topics typically encompassed by the term “AI” include machine learning, computer vision,
natural language processing and understanding, intelligent decision support systems, and
autonomous systems, as well as the novel application of these techniques to various domains.
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How Data & AI
skills are related Data Science
example
Business Intelligence
Data Mining
Data Visualization

Data Analysis
Quantitative methods that
leverage data to extract
data-driven insights

Optimization /
Algorithms
Artificial Intelligence
Intelligence demonstrated by
machines, that mimic human
intelligence, built using Machine
Learning models

Probability & Statistics
Mathematical & statistical
foundations of Data Science
and Machine Learning

Data Science

Deep Learning
Reinforcement Learning
NLP/Computer Vision
Machine Learning
Uses Data Science & Statistics to
automate model building and
decision-making by enabling systems to
learn from data with minimal human
intervention

Umbrella interdisciplinary field
that uses scientific method to
extract insights from data &
communicate findings to
audiences

Big Data Analysis
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Sources: The Biden-Harris Management Agenda Vision: a roadmap for our Government to deliver results for all Americans. Accessed April 15, 2022.
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Potential savings of using AI in government run into the
billions of dollars and 30% of total hours worked.

Sources: How much time and money can AI save government? Deloitte.
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In the data domain, the talent gap prevails.
Finding enough people with the right skills to do all the data-related tasks to
drive business results and innovation remains a significant challenge.

Data scientists
ranks number
three in the top
50 jobs

Recruiting
costs $27,000 $30,000 to fill a
single position

Median base
salary of more
than $107,000

Demand for
data scientists
continues to
grow, 37% YoY

Data Science and
Analytics jobs
remain open 45
days on average
(+5 days vs. average)

Glassdoor

IADSS

Glassdoor

LinkedIn

IBM
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There are more job openings per worker now than at any
point in the past 20 years.

“

There is much still unknown….
What we do know is that shifts
and twists of this magnitude
are quite unprecedented.
Thomas A. Lubik,
Federal Reserve Bank of Richmond

Source: The New York Times. Federal Reserve Bank of Richmond.
Coursera
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Data and analytics roles, specifically, are hard to hire for; the
public sector has the same problem but pays 40% less.

+13%
How much longer data and
analytics roles remain open
compared to the market
average

Median base salaries for Data Science roles (US)

$100K
Private Sector

VS.

$70K
Federal Employees

Source: Bureau of Labor Statistics Occupational Employment and Wage Statistics Query System. Employment and Annual median wage for multiple industries. May 2020. Accessed February 4, 2022.
Democratizing data science to bridge the talent gap. Deloitte. 2018.
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Demonstrating the ROI and
the predictability of what
data literacy can deliver is
also a challenge.

81%
Leaders say lack of data
literacy hurts their
ability to meet key
objectives
Experian

72%

of leaders say their staﬀ
members often donʼt realize
they are creating or using data
in daily operations

35%
cite a lack of digital literacy
as one of their top three
roadblocks to their data and
analytics teamsʼ success
Gartner 5th Annual CDO Survey

ONLY

4%
have a formal data literacy program
and of those, only 16% are oﬀering
training to all employees
ONLY

14%

are focusing on leveraging specific
analytics technology of those
organizations that do foster data literacy
Experian

What to do?
Use cases and best practices for organizations making data & AI
skills development a reality

WHAT TO DO?

Opportunities - Data Literacy

Ensuring everyone understands what data is and how to use it.
AI is a critical tool in the discovery of new medicines. How might we help our leadership
understand the opportunities and threats in this space?

Biotech
Provide online, self-paced training on data literacy to our leadership.

More of our consulting work has shifted to digital transformation, and our consultants need to
speak the language of data and AI. How might we train them to do so?

Consulting
Provide online, self-paced training in AI and data literacy that consultants can take both during
and in between projects.
We are becoming a network-native digital services company, and we need to be more
data-driven in our decision making to make use of our new technology.

Telecom

Provide data and AI literacy training across the organization to help their employees use their
data in new ways.
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WHAT TO DO?

Opportunities - Reskilling

Training people to operate in a new roles that require more data skills.
Cars are computers with wheels. How might we ensure we have the talent we need to build the
vehicles of the future?

Automotive
Reskill thousands of mechanical engineers to be AI-focused software engineers and move
them into product development roles.
Most of our workers are blue collar and finding talent is hard. How might we get the
data-skilled talent we need to stay competitive?

Manufacturing
Create a new strategy to focus on lifelong learning and develop AI & data analytics skills for
every level of the organization, including leadership.
Weʼre developing a machine learning platform to help make our customersʼ supply chains
smarter. How might we train our people to take full advantage of this new platform?

Shipping

Reskill our mobility group as part of this digital transformation so they better understand how
to gather, use, and analyze data.
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WHAT TO DO?

Opportunities - Upskilling

Training people to continuously update and develop their data skills.
How might we help over 100,000 consultants stay on the cutting edge of cloud, AI, and data
analytics and reduce time in between projects?

Consulting
Map our skill priorities areas and learning paths for specific roles and types of engagements so
consultants can quickly upskil themselves on what they need to know for each project.
We invested $1B investment in R&D to develop better digital capabilities. How might we arm
our employees with the skills to take advantage of our new digital assets?

Defense
Provide intermediate and advanced level content for 10,000 technical staﬀ in topics ranging
from advanced artificial intelligence to autonomy, data science, and agile development.
We want to become a net-zero energy operator by 2050. To do this, we need to become more
data-driven so we know where to invest our time and resources.

Energy

Implement a selective Analytics Academy and create career paths for employees who want to
become analytics practitioners.
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How to do it?
The benefits of partnering to expedite your training and skills
achievement at government scale

HOW TO DO IT?

Workplace learning has evolved to be skills-first

1

Skills-first
Learning
Develop critical skills for critical roles

PRODUCTS

2

Understand

4

3

Identify

Deploy

Track

LEVELSETS

SKILLSETS

SKILLS DASHBOARD

Find your starting point

Deploy relevant content for every role

Track & benchmark skills

All powered by the COURSERA SKILLS GRAPH

HOW TO DO IT?

Sources: Future of Jobs Survey, 2020. World Economic Forum.
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RESKILLING

How do “digital” organizations create value
from data and who creates it?
AI/ML
Machine Learning Engineers | Models and algorithms
powering products and marketing

Data Scientists | Inferential, experimental, predictive insights

Decision Science

inform product & business direction

Data Analysts | Embedded within business functions to track and

Analytics

report on ongoing performance metrics

Data Engineers | Data collection, curation, sharing,

Data Processing

standardization; self-serve analytics, and external analytics

Infrastructure Engineers | Deploying and maintaining
technologies, OSes, and networks that data lives in

Data Infrastructure

HOW TO DO IT?

UPSKILLING

Map skills and roles to organizational
priorities
AI/ML
Machine Learning Engineers | Models and algorithms Deep Learning
powering our
products
and marketing
Power
products
and marketing

with ML innovation

Recommender Systems

Data Scientists | Inferential, experimental, predictive insightsAlgorithms

Decision Science

inform product & business direction
Predictive Models
Drive growth with inferential,
Businessexperimental,
Analysts | Embedded
within business functions toForecasting
and predictive
track and report on ongoing performance metrics
Python
insights

Data Processing

Data Engineers | Data collection, curation, sharing,
standardization;
self-serve
analytics, and external
analytics
Broaden
the organizationʼs
ability
to

self-serve from a stable base of data

SQL
Databases

Infrastructure Engineers | Deploying and maintainingBig Data Technologies
technologies, OSes, and networks that data lives in

Analytics

Data Infrastructure
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What are people in leading organizations learning?
Courses

Projects

Foundations: Data, Data, Everywhere

AI For Everyone

NLP: Twitter Sentiment
Analysis

Programming for Everybody (Getting
Started with Python)

Neural Networks and Deep Learning

Fake News Detection with
Machine Learning

Ask Questions to Make Data-Driven
Decisions

Introduction to Machine Learning in
Production

Basic Image Classification
with TensorFlow

What is Data Science?

Analyze Datasets and Train ML Models
using AutoML

Detecting COVID-19 with
Chest X-Ray using PyTorch

Professional Certificates

Google Data Analytics

IBM Data Science

Deep Learning

HOW TO DO IT?

SkillSets
Oﬀer in-demand skills
for high-growth jobs
● Deliver job-based learning
leveraging world-class content
● Accelerate skills acquisition with
personalized learning programs
● Drive mastery of digital tools and
create portfolios of work

Place your screenshot here

HOW TO DO IT?

Guided Projects
Train learners to solve
job-relevant problems
● Equip learners with skills in
real-world tools such as Tableau
● Minimize IT resourcing with zero
download/configuration needed
● Boost skill development with
hands-on, short-form projects1

1

Coursera Drivers of Quality in Online Learning, Coursera, Oct 2020

*User image may diﬀer

Place your screenshot here
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Data & Analytics
Academy
Accelerate your digital
transformation
Become a data-driven organization. Develop
your employeesʼ skill proficiency in critical data
and analytics skills to drive better business
decisions and revenue growth.
●
●

●
●

50 SkillSets for in-demand skills and
data-related roles
Powered by world-class content from
technology leaders like GCP, AWS,
and deeplearning.ai
Hands-on Guided Projects for data,
automation, cloud tools
Track and measure the development
of data, AI, and ML skills

*Pictured here is a subset of the
SkillSets available in the
Data & Analytics
Academy

DATA & ANALYTICS ACADEMY
Data skills
for everyone

AI Basics for
Everyone

Data Analysis
for Everyone

Data Analysis
for Leaders

SQL
for Everyone

Program Teams

Data Engineering

Data Science

Leverage data to inform strategy
and accelerate decision making

Build, link, and integrate data
stores

Build models to generate,
interpret, and leverage insights

SQL for Data Analysts

Big Data for Data
Engineers

NLP for Data Scientists

Data-Driven Decision
Maker

BI for Data Engineers

Python for Data Scientists

Tableau for Business
Analysts

Data Mining for Data
Engineers

AWS for Machine Learning
Engineers

Reskill
into key roles
World-class content

Business
Analyst

Data
Analyst

Data
Engineer

Data
Scientist

Hands-on learning
Track, measure, and benchmark skills

ML
Engineer

HOW TO DO IT?
*Pictured here is a subset of the
SkillSets available in the
Leadership Academy

LEADERSHIP ACADEMY

Leadership
Academy
Lead without limits
Build your employeesʼ skill proficiency in
core leadership skills with the Leadership
Academy from Coursera.
●
●
●

●

SkillSets for in-demand human
skills across all levels
Powered by world-class content
from top universities
Hands-on Guided Projects teach
how to use planning and data
analysis tools
Track, measure, and benchmark
the development of human skills

Lead
Transformation

Design
Thinking

Digital
Transformation

Agile
Aware

Change
Management

Lead Yourself

Lead Teams

Lead Organizations

Core human skills for productive
interactions, to influence others,
and impact the agency

Develop teams that can
collaborate, adapt, and thrive at
all levels

Empower your workforce with
strategic management and
organizational development
capabilities

Sample SkillSets:

Sample SkillSets:

Sample SkillSets:

Emotional Intelligence

New Managers

Managing Managers

Diversity & Inclusion

Team Management

Program Planning

Interpersonal Skills

People Development

Org Development

Storytelling

Culture

Strategic Management

World-class MBA content

Hands-on learning

Track, measure, and benchmark human skills

Thank you

